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PRESIDENT'S REPORT
For our country and our global community,
2020-21 has proven as challenging as the
previous year. COVID-19 has not just entered
our vocabulary but has cast a long shadow
over our collective lives.

We were extremely fortunate that Vicki
Toovey agreed to step in as Interim Chief
Executive Officer at short notice from
December 2020. Vicki supported the staff
brilliantly.

However, thankfully, we in South Australia
have been so much more fortunate than some
other parts of Australia. Yet, for the Arthritis
Foundation of South Australia (Arthritis SA),
these challenges have restricted our ability to
provide services and hold fundraising events
and reduced the confidence of some
members to use services and some donors to
donate.

She enabled them to remain focused on
implementing several critical business
improvement processes, continue to operate
the information line, provide education
programs and grow our fledgling hydrotherapy
program.

Further, during this period, Arthritis SA could
not fully progress its strategies to better
position the organisation. Nonetheless, there
are positive signs for the future, despite
continuing challenges.
Amid these challenges, Arthritis SA relocated
to our new premises at Welland, with both the
excitement and stress that comes with moving
house. Ultimately, this move is proving
advantageous for Arthritis SA and our goals to
increase service offerings and increase the
profile of arthritis-related conditions with
health policymakers.
However, at the same time as we were
bedding down these changes, several staff
moved on to other opportunities. Among these
staff, I would particularly like to thank Denise
McMillan-Hall, our former Chief Executive
Officer, and Jo Rayner, our former Education
and Support Manager, for their contribution to
Arthritis SA and the people we serve.
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In addition, Vicki assisted the Board to continue
with its planning for the future of the
organisation and our recruitment of a new
Chief Executive Officer.

I thank Vicki for her generous
and committed support for
over eight months.
The CEO recruitment process concluded in
late April. Soon after, we announced Adjunct
Associate Professor Steve Morris's
appointment as the new Chief Executive
Officer.
Steve’s background in pharmacy, health
services leadership and management in the
not-for-profit sector made him the perfect
choice at this time in our evolution as an
organisation.
While Steve commenced in the position after
the period covered by this report, the Board
included Steve in its planning processes during
the latter part of the 2020-21 financial year.

As we move into the next phases of better
addressing the needs of people living with
arthritis, the three questions that have
occupied the thinking of the Board to date
remain crucially relevant.
First, how do we secure and maintain a
financially sustainable foundation? Second,
how do we become more involved in shaping
and supporting arthritis-related research
efforts? Third, how do we enhance and
broaden our information, education and
support offerings? Over the coming months,
we will continue to communicate with you all
about our evolving answers and actions in
addressing these critical questions.
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Kind Regards,

David Waterford
President

CEO'S REPORT
I was honored and excited to join Arthritis SA in
August 2021. My Tenure doesn’t cover the
period of this annual report but I wanted to use
my report to highlight some key achievements
and progress made this year and to provide
some thoughts on the future.
Despite the many challenges of COVID 19 for
individuals and the organisation our Health
Services Team were able to invite people to
our new premises to attend educational
events including our Arthritis mini education
series. With support from Country SA PHN, we
have delivered a significant consumer
educational programme in country South
Australia. This included visiting 17 regional
centres and conducting over 24 workshops for
consumers.
Consumers utilized in increasing numbers our
dedicated information phone line service
which continued to provide critical advice to
consumers who more than ever have valued
this dedicated support
In addition, we have been delighted with the
uptake of our Hydrotherapy programme which
has provided real and beneficial effects for
those participating. Feedback from individuals
is that in some cased this has significantly
helped with their mobility.

Unfortunately, COVID well and truly disrupted
our KidsFlix Programme. But we are well on
the way to implementing a programme of
events in the coming year.
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We have a lot of work to do and financial
challenges, exacerbated by COVID, remain.
However we are an organization with a proud
history and enormous potential. Over the
coming year we will be working with partners
and stakeholders to expand the reach,
influence and impact of Arthritis SA in a way
which is sustainable and ultimately beneficial
to those living with Arthritis and related
conditions.

We will be looking to extend the Hydrotherapy
programme this year to meet the obvious
need and demand for this service.

Thank You and Keep Well

We continued to support and invest in
research that has the potential to reduce the
impact of arthritis on individuals and
communities, Supporting research is
fundamental to our work and we made several
research awards including the John Stuart
Colville science scholarship.

Adj A/Prof Steve Morris
CEO
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HYDROTHERAPY
IN A FIRST OF ITS KIND FOR SOUTH AUSTRALIA, THIS YEAR SAW
ARTHRITIS SA INTRODUCE A NEW HYDROTHERAPY PROGRAM
DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR PEOPLE WITH ARTHRITIS.
This exciting innovation moves Arthritis SA into an era of support and services for people living
with arthritis and related musculoskeletal conditions. A Sport Australia grant (August December 2020) supported the start-up of the hydrotherapy program. This grant allowed us to
offer 5 free trial sessions to Arthritis SA members.
Despite the end to this funding, the hydrotherapy program remained extremely popular and
continued to grow. In our first year 169 people participated in the program. Many repeating it
due to the immediate and significant benefit they felt.
Physical changes such as increased strength, flexibility and better balance have been widely
achieved but it’s the social and emotional benefit of being able to meet others living with
arthritis and form meaningful and long-lasting connections that has been of most significance
to many in the program.
One participant stated,
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the knowledge that I had my hydro class that day that got me out of bed and
facing the world. It worked, it helped push the bad feelings away.
The unprecedented popularity of hydrotherapy has seen the program grow and change to
accommodate need. Classes are now classified at different levels to better account for people’s
abilities and needs and by the end of the financial year 5 dedicated classes per week were
being offered.
The growth and popularity of the program in 12 short months combined with the overwhelming
positive feedback from participants assures Arthritis SA that this program is wanted and needed
by our community. Plans for further growth in the next financial year are progressing and
Arthritis SA will continue to work to support, develop and expand the hydrotherapy program
into the future.
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HEALTH SERVICES
The health services team have continued to
support people with arthritis by providing
evidence-based programs, information advice
and support across multiple channels within
our community to help improve the quality of
life for the one in four South Australians living
with arthritis.
The range of sessions provided by our
experienced health educators have remained
popular with attendance numbers reaching
well over 1,500 people.
The past year continued to provide challenges
to education delivery in the community due to
COVID19 restrictions. Despite this, a range of
consumer seminars have been delivered, in
both metropolitan and regional areas of South
Australia.

With support of a grant from Country
SA PHN we visited 17 regional
centres, conducted 24 workshops for
over 300 people and developed an
animation ‘Connect to your
Healthcare Team’ that was shown in
all SA regional GP surgeries in the
Tonic media network.

Screen shot from the 'Connect to Healthcare Team' animation

This animation is a continuation of our work to
raise awareness and encourage people to take
action.

It, along with previous animations ‘Anyone can
get Arthritis’ and ‘ Understanding Chronic Pain’
has been screened across regional SA over the
last 2 years.
Our education program, 10 steps for living well
with arthritis, has been run a number of times
across the year at our new offices. The
program, presented over 4 weeks, provides
the opportunity to explore in depth, 10 lifestyle
strategies that are recommended for the selfmanagement of arthritis. It has proven to be
very popular with attendees.

The Information Line has provided
information and support to over 900
community members, an increase of
15% in calls this year.
The Information Line remains a vital support in
the community for some people living with
arthritis, including information on managing
symptoms, strategies for managing ongoing
pain, fatigue and help with pathways to
navigate the health system.
The dissemination of information across
multiple sources is a strong focus of the health
services team. To this end we post twice
weekly on our social media platform
Facebook, covering a wide range of topics.
We have continued to expand and update
online resources. Two new e-learning modules
were developed on Ankylosing Spondylitis and
Psoriatic Arthritis. We undertook a major
review of our online resources on chronic pain
developing a suite of new and revised
interconnected webinar and e-learning topics
such as ‘Talking to your GP about Pain and 2
new ‘Try This’ modules on Sleep and Stress
focused at signposting people to practical
steps they can take to better manage their
pain.

As part of World Arthritis Day celebrations in
2020, Professor Lorimer Moseley, world expert
in pain, presented a public lecture ‘The might
and wonder of your amazing pain system’,
which was fully booked with 50 attendees.
A half day professional conference with 40
attendees drawn from across healthcare
professionals in Adelaide was also held.
Conferences and training sessions remain
important to support the ongoing learning for
health professionals and we have conducted
health professional education sessions in
Kangaroo Island, Port Pirie, Wallaroo, and Clare
across the year.

Several groups took the opportunity to try our
new venues and meeting structures which
have been warmly supported by their both
new and existing members.
The health services team have visited the
support groups during the year and have
presented information and assisted with
newsletters and resources.

The Southern Arthritis Friendship
Group celebrated their 25th
anniversary in January 2021

Visiting Kangaroo Island to present education sessions

Friendship groups provide the opportunity for
social connection and peer support for those
with arthritis. Our friendship groups began
meeting again at the beginning of 2021.

Our success in applying for grants to provide
funding for our work has continued this year.
We are grateful to Country SA PHN, Honda
Foundation and Sport Australia for their
support.

Professor Lorimer Moseley presenting at the World Arthritis Day Public Lecture

Started operating out of the new premises in Welland in August

Taking delivery of the
Honda Foundation Hero
Loan Vehicle.
The car was used to
travel across the
state, supporting delivery
of arthritis education
services.

World Arthritis Day
Health
Professional
Conference and
Public Lecture

Members of our health
services team attended
the 25th anniversary of
the Southern Arthritis
Friendship and Support
Group
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RESEARCH
Arthritis SA continued to support research as
one of the core purposes of the organisation.
Research grant funding awarded included $25,000 to Prof Anthony Purcell from Arthritis
SA through Arthritis Australia for his research
project: "Are Hybrid peptide antigens
pathogenic in Rheumatoid Arthritis".
$1000 for the Phillip Alpers award won by Jing
Jing Wang from FMC Immunology for her
presentation “Zooming down on patient
autoantibodies by mass spectrometry based
proteomics”.

Dr Felicity Braithwaite receiving the John Stuart Colville Science Scholarship

In October 2020, Dr. Felicity Braithwaite was
awarded the John Stuart Colville Science
Scholarship. The project will aim to tackle
barriers to a healthy future for people with OA.

FUNDRAISING
Fundraising was impacted by COVID-19. Due
to the uncertainties of lockdowns we were
unable to run an in-house lottery and only run
three appeals.
Due to shifting market trends with increasing
numbers of people not answering phone calls,
dialling activity ceased in November 2020,
Starting from 2021, Kidsflix fundraising shifted
exclusively to direct mail and email, this
reduced internal running costs. This reduction
in internal cost helped to offset the decreased
return from donations.

3 APPEALS
1

TELETHON
LOTTERY

16 KIDSFLIX
CAMPAIGNS
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KIDSFLIX
Kidsflix events are free movie screenings for
children living with juvenile arthritis, other
illnesses and medical conditions or living in
social disadvantage. The mornings include
entertainment for an hour before the movie
starts along with free popcorn and drink for
each attendee.
Kidsflix is a 100% FREE event for all attending
and is unique in that it acknowledges the
impacts of social disadvantage, disability and
illness has on the children and the family unit.
Kidsflix recognises the vital importance and
need for families to be able to enjoy activities
together in a warm, friendly and inclusive
environment. Families enjoyed attending the
covid-safe events, particularly after a series of
lockdowns nation-wide.
Due to state health orders, all venues were
required to have much reduced capacity.
Between July 2020 to June 2021, we
welcomed around 1,500 people to a total of 25
Kidsflix events, including six that got
postponed from the previous year due to
COVID-19.

Many thanks
to the donors,
volunteers, and
sponsors who
made these
events possible
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TREASURER'S REPORT
The 2021 financial year was another tough year
with the Foundation’s fundraising activities
continuing to be severely negatively impacted
by the ongoing impacts of COVID-19 which
limited our ability to run Kidsflix events. As a
result, revenue from ordinary activities
reduced by ~$234k when compared with the
2020 financial year.
In response to this, the Foundation continued
its focus on reducing operating expenses
which led to a reduction in the total cost of
services by ~$220k when compared with 2020
financial year. Despite recording an accounting
loss of $861k for the year, the Foundation
remains in a sound financial position with net
assets of $4.9m at 30 June 2021 comprised
primarily of our investment portfolio.
Creating a long term financially sustainable
operating model to ensure the viable ongoing
operations of the Foundation continues to be
one of the primary focus areas for me and the
Board. In support of this, we made the tough
decision to sell our building in Marleston which
was previously our much-loved home for 9
years.
The proceeds from the sale were redirected
sale into our investment portfolio which
pleasingly returned ~21% after related
expenses for the financial year. The portfolio
remains actively monitored by our Finance,
Audit & Risk committee in conjunction with our
investment managers Morgan Stanley.

In addition, the move to contemporary IT
systems over the last twelve months will
support the organisation to deliver on its
purpose in an efficient and flexible manner.
We will actively pursue new funding
opportunities over the next 12 months
including grants which become available from
health and other sectors in conjunction with a
broader review and refresh of our overall
approach to fundraising.

I would like to acknowledge and
I would
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thank
thank like
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in these in
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times.
Despite continued operating pressures, we
remain optimistic and focussed on generating
new revenue streams to enable the ongoing
financial sustainability and delivery of services
in support of those with Arthritis in South
Australia.
Kind Regards,

Scott Martin
Treasurer & Director

We also continued to implement a range of
initiatives throughout the year to further
streamline operations including outsourcing
the finance function to specialist non-for-profit
advisors NFPAS. This initiative has created a
more flexible delivery model and resulted in
higher quality financial reporting to better aid
decision making.
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Many of Arthritis SA’s activities
rely very heavily on volunteers,
to whom we are most grateful.
The Foundation especially
acknowledges and thanks the
following friendship group
members
Copper Triangle Arthritis Support
Group
Lupus/Scleroderma/Sjogren’s
Friendship Group
Marion Support Group
Southern Arthritis Friendship Group

We would also like to thank all
of the individuals, community
groups and organisations in
metropolitan and regional SA
who supported the continued
delivery of talks, workshops and
seminars despite the ongoing
challenges of COVID-19.
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Nan Agnes Neil
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We wish to thank and
acknowledge the following
Estates, Trusts and Benefactors
who chose to make a difference
to the lives of those living
with arthritis and to give
hope for the future
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